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tT was in the late nineteen-sixties that Seth Siegelaub

used the term "demystification" in order to establish

the shift in exhibition production conditions, whereby

curators were beginning to make visible the mediating

component within the formation, production, and

dissemination of an exhibition.

I think in our generation we thowght that we could demystify the role of the

musellm, the role of the collector, and the production of the artwork; for
example,how the size of agallery ffictstheproductionof art, etc.Inthat sense

wetriedto demysffi thehiddenstructwres of the altworld.'

During the sixties the primary discourse around art-in-exhibition began to turn

awayfrom forms of critique of the amvork as autonomous object of studyicritique

towards aform of curatoriai criticism inwhichthe space of exhibitionwas given crit'

ical precedence overthat ofthe objects ofart. Curatorial criticism differedfromthat

of traditional Western art criticism (i.e., linked to modernity) in that its discourse

and subject matter went beyond discussion about artists and the object ofart to in-

clude the subject of curating and the role ptayed by the curator of exhibitions. The

ascendancy ofthe curatorial gesture in the nineties also began to establish curating

as a potential nexus for discussion, critique, and debate, where the evacuated role of

the critic inparallel cultural discourse was usurpedbythe neocritical space ofcurat-

ing. During this period, curators and ar[ists have reacted to and engaged with this

"neocriticaiiqy''by extending the parameters ofthe exhibition form to incorporate

more discursive, conversational, and geopolitical discussion, centered within the

ambit ofthe exhibition. The ascendancy ofthis "curatorial gesture" in the nineties

(as well as the professionalization of contemporary curating) began to establish

curatorial practice as a potential space for critique. Now the neocritical curator has

usurped the evacuated place ofthe critic. As Liam Gillick pointed out:

My inrolvewent in the critical space is a legaqt ofwhat happenedwhen a semi'

autlnomolls critical yoice started to become weak, and one of the reasons that

happened was that cwrating becqme a dynamic process. So people yow might

have met before who in the past were a"ttics were now curqtlrs. The brightest,

smqrtest people get involued in thk mwltiple activity of being mediator, pro-

dwcer, interface and neo-critic. It is arguable that the most important essdys
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dbout dr.t lrer the last ten years trtcwe not been in at"t magazines but thqt hatte

been in catalogues and other material produced around gallet ies, at't centet"s

and exhibitions."

Accompanyingthis "turn towards curating"was the emergence of curatorial anthol-

ogies. Beginning ln the nineties, most of these tended to come out of international

meetings between curators, as part of curatorial summits, synposia, seminars, and

conferences, although some ofthem mayhave taken local curatorial practice as their

startlng point. Without exception, they placed an emphasis on individual practice,

the first-person narrative, and curator self-positioning-articulated through pri-

mary interviews, statements, and exhibition representations-as they attempted to

define and map out a relativelybare fleld of discourse.

Alongside this predominantly curatorled discourse, curatorial criticism responded

with an assertion of the separateness of the arlistic and curatorial gesture-when

such divisions are no longer apparent in contemporary exhibition practice. I would

argue that such a divisive attempt to detach the activlty of curating from that of ar-

tistic production results ln resistance to recognition ofthe interdependence ofboth

practices within the field of cultural production. Moreover, the mediation of hybrid

cultural agents through the means ofthe public exhibition is overlooked.

EXlllBlIl 0llS (in whatever form they take)

are always ideologicai; as hierarchical

stmctures they produce particular and

general forms of communication. Since

the late eighties, the group exhibition has

become the primary site for curatorial ex

perimentation and, as such, has generated

a new discursive space around aftistic

practice. The group exhibition runs coun-

ter to the canonical model of the mono-

graphic presentation. By bringing a greater mix ofpeople into an exhibition, it also

created a space for defining multifarious ways of engaging with disparate interests,

often within a more transcultural context. Group exhibitions are ideological texts
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F,xhibitions haw become the
medium tluotLgh which most

attbecomesknown.3
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The Curatorial Turn: From Practice to Discourse
Paul O'Neill

which make private intentions public. In particular it is the temporary art exhibition

that has become the principal medium in the distributlon and reception of art' thus

being the principal agent in debate and criticism about any aspect ofthe visual arts.

Exhibitions (particuiarly group exhibitions, art fairs, temporary perennial shows,

and large-scale international an exhibitions) are the main means through which

contemporary art is now mediated, experienced, and historicized. Just as the num-

ber oflarge-scale, international exhibitions has increased since the nineties, so has

the respectability of the phenomenon of curating been enhanced. Similarly' writing

about exhibitions has further reinforced the merit of curatorial practice as a subject

worthy of study. As a tactic, "This may either be a compensatory device, a politicized

attempt to considerworks ofart as interrelated rather than as individual entities, or

a textual response to changes in the an world itself'"a

The critical debate surrounding curatorial practice has not only intensified, but as

Alex Farquharson has pointed out, even the recent appearance of the verb "to cu-

rate," where once there was just a noun, indicates the growth and vitality of this

discussion. He writes: "New words, after all, especially ones as grammatically

bastardized as the verb'to curate' (worse still the adjective'curatorial')' emerge

from a linguistic community's persistent need to identiff a point of discussion."s

Indicative ofa shift in the primary role ofcurator is the changing perception ofthe

curator as carer to a curator who has a more creative and active part to play within

the production of art itself. This new verb "to curate . . . may also suggest a shift in

the conception of what curators do, from a person who works at some remove from

the processes of artistic production, to one actively 'in the thick of it."'6 Ten years

previously, when writing about cuitural production, Pierre Bourdieu noted that the

curator (inter alia) added cultural meaning andvalue to the makingof art and artists:

The swbject of the prodwction of the artwork-of its valuebwt also of its mean-

ing-is not the producer who actually creates the obiect in its materialily, but

rather the entire set 0f agents engqgedintherteld. Amongthese qv'etheproduc-

ers ofwol,ks, classified qs artists,.. . critics ofallpersuasions,.. . clllectlrs,

middlemen, curdtors, etc.;inshort, allthosewhohqvetieswith art,wholiuefor

a,/t and, to wrying deg'ees,fnom it, andwho clnfront each other in struggles

wheretheimposition ofnot only aworldttiaubut qlso avision ofthe artworld
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is at stake, and who, through these strugles, participate in the production of

the ualue of the afiist and of art.7

As cultural agents, curators and artists participate in the production ofcultural va1ue,

and exhibitions are intrinsic and vital parts of what Theodor Adorno and Max Hork-

heimer termed the "cultural industries" associated with: entertainment; mass cul-

ture;the communications enterprise ofmasS reception; andthe consciousness indus-

try.8 Exhibitions are, therefore, contemporaryforms of rhetoric, complex expressions

ofpersuasionwhose strategies aimto produce aprescribed set ofvalues and social re-

lations fortheir audiences. As such exhibitions are subjective political too1s, asweil as

being modern ritual settings, that uphold identities (artistic, national, sub-cultural,

"international," gender- or race-specific, avant-garde, regional, global, etc.); they are

to be understood as institutional "utterances" within a iarger cuiture industry.e
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llilI of the most evident developments in

contemporan curatorial practice since

the late eighties has been occurring on an

increasingly international, transnational,

and multinational sca1e, where the "lo-

cal" and the "global" are in constant dia-

logue. In Contetnporaty magazine's spe-

cial issue on curating, pubiished in zoo5,

Isabel Stevens produced a substantiative

list of eighty official biennials/triennlals

throughout the globe to be held between

2cc,6and2oo8. Terms such as "biennia1,"

"bienna1e," or "mega-exhibition" no lon-

ger refer to those few exhibitions that occur perennially, every two years or so: the)

are now all-encompassing idioms for large-scale international group exhibitions,

which, for eachlocal cultural context, are organized locallywith connectionto other

national cultural networks.lo Biennials are temporary spaces of mediation, usualh-

allocated to invited curators with support from a local sociocultural network. Thev

are interfaces between art and larger pubiics-publics that are at once 1oca1 and

global, resident and nomadic, nonspecialist and an-woridiy.
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In what Barbara Vanderlinden and Elena Filipovic call the "biennial phenomenon,"

such,,large-scale international exhibitions" reflect the cultural diversity ofglobal

artistic practices and call into question the inenia ofpublic an institutions that are

unwilling or too slow to respond to such praxis." Biennials have become a form of

institution in themselves; their frequencyhas resulted in an index of comparability'

In a rather prophetic essay wTitten in the early nineties, Bruce Ferguson, Reesa

Greenberg, and SandyNairne had alreadybegunto question the fundamental idea of

international survey exhibitions. Their collective essay ended with this paragraph:

However progressire the political ot' econotnic intentions behind thetn, inter-

nqtional exhibiti\ns stilt invite q presumption thqt the curators have access

to an illwsionary wodd. !ie'w, and that spectators way follow in their wake.

Bwt a ynore specific and sustqined engagetnent with concmwnities and audi-

ences, creatingtneaningsbqtondthe spectacwlar andmerefestivalizingof such

occdsions,may pt oduce aww genre of exhibition.It seems that in order to &c-

conunoduteboth a't'tist'sneeds &nduwdience demands,thenrw exhibitionmwst

have reciprocity and diatogwe bwilt into its structure. How successfully this is

accotnplishedwill detennine intet'national exhibitionwaps 0f thefuture.'"

As was predicted, these event-exhibitions have shaped new social, cultural, and

political relations in a more globalized world, where the traditional biennial model

is maintained through discourse on cultural poiicy, national representation, and

internationalism, thereby enabling cultural travel, urban renovation, and local tour-

ism. Alternately, it is arguable that they have become polarizing spaces that legiti-

mize certainforms ofanistic and curatorialpraxiswithinthe global culture industry'

very few biennials are ofthe scale of Documenta, Johannesburg, Venice, or even

Istanbul. Many tend to be improvisatory localized, and modest in their aims. Here

I am interested in the general-specific homogeneity produced by the institution of

the biennial, not the heterogeneity of the myiad of localized cultural statements.

The populist perception of the activiry of curating has changed in large part due

to rhe spread of biennials in the nineties, whereby new degrees of visibility and

responsibiliry were placed upon the curator. Apan from the particular issues of

scale, temporaliry, and location, the activity of curation made manifest through such

exhibitions is aniculated as being identity-driven; therefore an overtly poiiticized,

discursively global, and fundamentally auteured praxis prevails' in spite of the many
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variable forms they have taken on. The biennial form as a global exhibition model

has driven much of the ar-t world's global extension since 1989, when Magiciens de

IaTercebeganthe process. Biennials have become the vehicle through which much

ar-t is validated and acquires value on the international art circuit. Now such "global

exhibitions" often have as their main theme "globalization," while questioning the

ideological underpinning ofthe exhibition itseifas a product ofthat process.

Despite anycuratorial self-reflexivityin recent large-scale exhibitions that may exist

towards the global effects of "biennialization," the periphery still has to follow the

discourse ofthe center. In the case ofbiennials, the periphery comes to the center

in search of legitimization and, by default, accepts the conditions of this legitimacl'.

Charies Esche suggests that the globalization of art within large-scale exhibitions

has, through a process of standardization, absorbed the difference between center

and periphery. According to Esche, the "center first" model of global art, largelr-

begun in 1989, still hoids sway over much of the museum and'biennial culture. It
requires "the key institutions of contemporary culture officiallyto sanction the 'pe-

riphery' in order to subsume it into the canon of innovative visual art."': Even though

many of the artists in each exhibition may have developed their practice on the

fringes ofthe recognized an world, "their energy is validated and consumed by the

center and therefore the relationship between rim and hub remains in place. Thls

is, of course, how globalization generally operates-sometimes to the economic

beneflt of the patronized but rarely in the interests of maintaining their autonom\-

and sustainability."'a

The exhibition's ritual of maintaining a given set of power relations between art, dis-

play, and reception is particularly true of what John Miller called the "blockbuster

exhibition," which tends to incorporate anachronistic elements while recuperatinq

any dissent from viewers as pan ofthe totality ofthe overall event. In consequence.

a "cycle ofraised expectations and quick disillusionment" is both predictable and

overdetermined. Mi11er argues that the "mega-exhibition" is an ideological institution

that reifies social relations between amvorks and spectator. As the explicit purpose

ofthese shows is to offeracomprehensive surveyof arrworks on ademographicbasis.

the terms of discourse are treated as predetermined, ratherthanbeing "transformed

in the course ofartproduction andtherefore subject to contradiction and conflict."'i
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According to Miller, to critique these exhibitions on the basis of curatorial choices

made within the established framework would be to ignore the ideologies underpin-

ning the institutions that are responsible for them. He suggests that such institu-

tions often treat and address audiences as a concrete social constituency, whereby

arf\vorks are relegatedto beingmere "raw material"within the "total artrvork" of the

exhibition (gesamtkunstwerk), thus privileging the curator's subjectivity, so that

the outcome of the exhibition-form is naturalized as an organic inevitabilitywithin

the organization,s institutional framework, producing an iilusion of curatorial

inspiration and genius.'6

I would argue that during a period of transformation since 1989 the notion of exhibi-

tions as authored subjectivities produced dominant discourses around "mega-exhi-

bitions.,,Although more recent biennials have moved away from the single-author

position rowards more collective models, a globally configured exhibition market

has persisted with a curator-centered discourse. Discussions, lecture programs'

conferences, publications, and discursive events are also now a recurrent and inte-

gralpartofsuchexhibitions,andinthecaseofsomeexhibitions,suchasDocumenta

ro andespeciallyDocumentau, discursive events formedtheveryfoundation ofthe

project. As Elena Filipovic suggested:

This striking expqnsion goes in tqnd.em with cwratoT'ial discowrses that in-

creasingty distingwish the biennial or ruega-exhibition as larger than the mere

presentationofartworks;thqtareunderstoodasuehiclesfortheproductionof

knowl e dge and int eIIe ctual deb at e ;7

In manyways the expanding network of biennials has effectively embraced art and

artists from the peripheries beyond a dominantly western European and American

internationalism, but as Jessica Bradley has argued, they function as a more

responsive and spectacular means of distribution:

One thqt can fficiently meet the accelerated rate of exchqnge qnd consunry)'

tion parallel to the gtobalflow of capitat and infotmation today ' ' ' while cu-

ratorial aspirations are frequently concerned with addressing cultures in flu^x

and eschew culturqlnationalisrn, themotivesfor establishingthese nents may

nevefiheless reside in q desire to promote andtalidate local, culturally specific

prodwction within a global netw ork.'s
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It is the inter-relational attributes ofboth culture and location that are the most ob-

viously marketable aspects ofthe global tourism upon which they depend. Locality

embodied within tourist spots, local specialities, sites, culture, and their consumer

produce are some of the most reliable economic revenues for local communities.

During these times of "culture as spectacle," artistic production is a catalyst for

culture to be globalized, attracting financial investments as well as audiences. Bi-

ennials (and art fairs) are happenlng in more and more cities, which have adopted

cultural tourism as a means ofsecuring a place in the international arena ofecon-

omy and culture, wherein artists, curators, critics, art dealers, patrons, and sponsors

nurture a clearly defined production system through labor dMsion, which produces

hierarchical roles for the participants.'e

As an imponant agent within the global cultural industry a new kind of international

curator was identified by Ralph Rugoff as a" jet-setfidneur" who appears to know no

geographical boundaries and forwhom atype ofglobal-internationalism is the central

issue.'o In paiticular, the role of the nomadic curatorwithin large-scale exhibitions is

to select and display "international" art through a visible framing device: a subjective

(curatorial) system of mediation that has the notion of inclusMry as one of its central

thematics. The rise of the global curator has less to do with the old embedded power

structures within the artworldthanwith a change inthe form of inherited cultural sig-

nificance. Capital is nowcirculatedthroughnewreputational economies. Here,prac-

tice, which has long been prioritized over discourse within the culture industry as a

whole, is now dependent on beingtranslated back into discourse in order to facilitate

more equivalent practice, thus enabling the maintenance of the existing superstruc-

ture. As Benjamin Buchloh identified in 1989, there is an urgent need for articulating

the curatorial position as part ofart discourse, where practice as "doing" or "curating"

necessitated a discourse as "speaking" or'\nriting," in order forthe curator's function

tobe acknowledgedaspartofthe institutional superstructure atthe level ofdiscourse:

The curato?' obsewes his lher operation within the institwtional apparatus of
av't: ?nost prlminently the procedut"e of abstraction and centralization that

seemstobe aninescapable conseqwence of thework's ently intothe superstruc-

ture appql,atws, its transfonnation from practice to discourse. That almost

seetns to have beconxe the curatot"'s primary role: to function as an agent who

ffirs exp o sur e and p ot ential protninenc e-in exchange for obt aining a mornent

of actwal practice that is ubout to be transforrnedinto mythf swperstructure."'
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This interest indiscourse, as a supplementorsubstituteforpractice,was highlighted

in Dave Beech and Gavin Wade's speculative introduction to Curafing in the ztst

Centuty, in which they stated that "even talking is doing something, especially if you

are saying somethingworthwhile. Doingand saying, then, are forms of actingonthe

world."" So, it seems fair to characterizelhe discursive as an ambivalent way of say-

ing somethingvis-)-vis doing. This may seem a somewhat optimistic speculation' as

Mick Wilson argues in his assessment of the productive powers of language, which

havebeenpart ofthe stock assumptions ofawide range ofexperimental artpractices

and attendant commentary.'3 This tendencyhas been given further impetus bywhat

he calls "the Foucauldian moment in art of the last two decades, and the ubiquitous

appeal ofthe term 'discourse' as a word to conjure and perform power," to the point

where "even talking is doing something," with the value of the discursive as some-

thing located in its proxyfor actual doingwithin discourses on curatorial practice.'4

The "rise ofthe curator as creator," as Bruce A-ltshuler labeled it,'s has also gathered

momentum. The ever-increasing number of globalbiennials has providedwhat Juiia

Bryan-Wilson claims to be prestigious "launching pads for the curatorial star sys-

tem" in "the age of curatorial studies," in which the "institutionai basis of art is taken

as a given, and the marketing and packaging of contemporary aft has become a spe-

cialized focus ofinquiry for thousands of students."'6 Ifthe nineties were all about

a new professionalization during a period ofglobalization, they now seem to repre-

sent acceleration in the global ar-t exhibition-making market followed by a settling-

down period. Only now can we begin to evaiuate the processes oftranslation that

accompanied these productions and recognize that curating as distinct moments of
practice is significantly divergent from curatorial discourse.

Beatrice von Bismarck provided an example of this bifurcation between curatorial

practice and discourse, so that professionalization and differentiationwithin the art

world have turned curating into a hierarchically arrangedjob description, whereby

"internationally networked service providers" offer their skills to a diverse exhibi-

tion market, when curating as practice is understood in discourse as something that

is distinct from its understanding as ajob title:

Of the tasks originally associated with the fixed institutional post, curqting

takes onlythatofpresentation.Withthe aimof creatinganaudiencefor artktic
and culturel nraterials and techniques, of making them visible, the exhibition

The Curatorial Turn: From Practice to Discourse
PaulO'Neill
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becomest'hekey presentationnLediwn.Ittcontrasttothe curatot"'s other dwties,

cul,atingitselffi,eestltecwratorfrotntheiulisibilityofthejob,gfuinghimlher
en otlxerwise uncon'nnol7 deg'ee of freedow ' ' ' and a prestige not wnlike that

enioYed bY arfisfs.''

Withincuratoria]discourse,theflgrrreofthecuratoroperatesatalevelpreviously
understoodasbeingthedomainofartisticpractice'whereinFoucauidianterms
such discourse is ,,the general domain of all statements, sometimes as an indMdu-

alizablegroup of statements) and sometimes as a regulated practice that accounts

for a ceftain number of statements."'8 Thus, curating-specific discourse engenders

a requisite level of prestige necessitated by the d1'namics of contemporary curat-

ing. Practice alone does not produce and suppon such esteem; rather' distinct mo-

-.rrt, of p.u.tice translate into a hierarchical "common discourse" of curating as

it is understood through its discursive formations, while internationalism is now

at the core ofpractice with the biennial industry its accompanying curatorial dis-

course functions to maintain the superstt-ucture of the art world on a much wider

scale than ever before. Where the biennial curator is a weli-traveled subject' the cu-

rators of exhibitions are alreadv engaging in a complex network of global knowiedge

circuits that traverse and overlap with the other: each "biennial" is "in convelsation"

with the next, providingyet another momentaryplace of exchange of curatorial dis-

course across exhibitions; each exhibition is in dialogue with the nexl, as weil as with

the world it ciaims to reflect.
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Slll0t the late eighties, the shift awayfrom

curating as an administrative, caring,

mediating activity towards curating as a

creative activity more akin to a form of ar-

tistic practice was indicated by Jonathan

Watkins's polemic on curating written for

Art Monthly in 1987. Using Oscar Wilde's

idea that objects were transformed into

art by the critic through writing, Watkins

provocalively argued that curating was a

form of artistlc practice and that curated
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exhibitions were to be likened to Marcel Duchamp's "Read)'rynade Aided" arfworks'

where the display or exhibition is aided by the curator's "manipulation of the envi-

ronment, the lighting, the labels, [and] the placement of otherworks of art."'q

Watkins's loose description of what role curators/artists/critics take on within an

exhibitioncontext mayno longerbe completelyin synchronywiththe development

(over the last eighteenyears) ofcuratorial practice beyond the parameters ofgallery

or museum exhibition displays. Yet Watkins's belief that curating is a "necessary, if
insuff,cient, medium through which the communication between art and its audi-

ence takes place"3o seems in tune with the way in which the cross-fading of individ-

ual positions within our cuitural economy has aided the transformation of artistic

practice. Its slight shift away from an author-centered cultural hierarchy towards a

post-productive discourse, in which the function of curating has become another

recognized part ofthe expanded field ofan production.

Aimost twenty years after Watkins's polemic, the "curator aS artist" question re-

mains one of the key debates within curatorial discourse: it is still being discussed

within many contemporary art magazines such as Frieze and Art Monthly.In 2oo5,

writing for his monthly coiumn inFrieze, curator Robert Storr expressed his fears

aboutthe notion ofthe curator as an artistbyrefusingto call curatingamedium since

it ,,automatically conceded the point to those who will elevate curators to the status

critics have achieved through the 'auteurization' process." Storr also situates the ori-

gins of the idea of the curator as artist in Oscar Wilde's l89o essay "The Critic as Art-

ist,, (where it is the eye of the beholder that produces the work of art) rather than in

Barthes'poststructuralist ana\sis of authorship. Storr's conclusive response-"No,

I do notthinkthat curators are artists. And if theyinsist, thentheywiil ultimatelybe

judged bad curators as well as bad artists"-ends up reiterating "the artist/curator

divid,e and inadvertently returns the power of iudgment to the critic'"3'

Storr,s rejection ofthe notion ofcurating as afom ofartistic practice andhis refusal

to call curating a medium represents one of the ongoing tensions within critical de-

bate surrounding curatoriai discourse since the late eighties. Yet' as John Miller has

argued, the specter ofthe curator as meta-artist began to haunt large-scale interna-

tional exhibitions after Jan Hoet's Documenta 9 in 1991, when Hoet put himself for-

ward as a curatorial artist who used a diverse range of amvorks as his raw material.

For Miller, the momentum of the artist-curator, or the artist as meta-curator, had

The Curatorial Turn: From Practice to Discourse
Paul O'Neill
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alreadybeen building up from the work of artists linked to institutional critique who

had taken curatorial prerogatives and the works ofother artists into their own prac-

tice, such as Group Material, Julie Ault, Louise Lawler, Fred Wilson' Judith Barry

and others working in the U.S. in the eighties. Milier argues, however, that Hoet's

technique of"confrontational hanging" was leSS about the exposure of"non-reflex-

ive assumptions about what makes up an exhibition and what that might mean"3'

for the work of artists within heavily imposed curatorial structures' and more about

,,the willfuily arbitrary juxtaposition of works, equat[ing the curator's] aftistrywith

free exercise of subjectMtY."::

The idea of the curator as some rype of meta-artist became prominent in the nine-

ties, and according to Sigrid Schade, "curators [now] seil their curatorial concepts

as the artistic product and sell themselves aS the artists, so the curators 'swa11ow up'

the works of the artists, as it were. In such cases' the curators ciaim for themselves

the status of genius traditional in art history.":a Dorothee Richter echoed this view

when she stated:

since the eighties, we can see another shifi in the roles ascribed to artists and

cur&tlrs: It seetns pet"haps as if q shifr in power in fayTr of the curatol" has

taken place, especially since the role of the curcLtoy" ina"easingly allows for mor"e

oppoi.tunityfor credtiye activity.Thts,the curatot"seemsto employ the qltistic

exhibits inpart as the sign of lne text, ndmely,his ot"her text-3s

Richter suggests that the presentation of an exhibition is a now a form of curatorial

self-presentation, a courting of a gaze whereby an exhibition's meaning is derived

from the relationship among artistic positions. This, she argues, is represented by the

codependent ideathatthe curatorand artistnowcloselyimitate eachother's position.r"

In rg72, the artist Daniel Buren wrote "Exhibition of an Exhibition," where he

claimed: "More and more, the subject of an exhibition tends not to be the display

of arrworks, but the exhibition of the exhibition as a work of art."37 At the time,

Buren was referring both specifically to the work of curator Harald Szeemann and

his curation of Documenta 5, and to the emergence of the idea of exhibition orga-

nizer as author. Buren was suggesting that works were mere fragments that make

up one composite exhibition, and although having not changed his position' he later

updated his initial thoughts in zoo 4l
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lArtworks aref pqrticular detaik in the serttice of the work in qwestion, the

exhibition of our organizer-quthor. At the same time-und this k where the

problem has become pointed enough to create the crisis in which we find owr-

selues-the "fragments" dnd other"details" exhibited are,by definition andin

wrcst cases, completely and entirely foreign to the principal work in which thqt

are pat'ticipating, that is, the exhibition in question'3q

Buren's disdain for the tendency oflarge-scale exhibitions to acquire the status of

quasi-art'work where the work of the curator transforms the work of the artist into

a useful "fragment" in his or her own work of exhibition as art still prevails. Buren

claimed that this can and has taken on many guises in the more recent past:

The organizerslauthorslartists of large-scale exhibitions provide reswlts we

already know: Documenta transformed into q circws (Jan Hoet) or even as a

platfotm for the promotion of curators who profit from the occasion in ordeT

to pwblish their ownthesis in thefotm of a catalogue essqy (Cdtherine Dauid)

or as a tribune in fauor of the dewloping politically clTvect world (Okwwi

Enwezor) or other exhibitions by organizer-quthlrs trying to provide nrw

merchandise to the wer" voracious Westetw market for art conswmption,

which,Iike all markets, must ceaselessly and rapidly renew itself in order not

to swccwmb.ts

But the great irony of Buren's statement is that it is a published response to the

question as to whether The Next Documenta Showld be Cwrated by an Artist (zoq)
proposed by curator Jens Hoffrnann as a part of his own curatorial project/exhibi-

tion/publication. By enabling Buren's text and other artists, Hoffman's intention

was to pass to artists the critical and curatorial voice and to include them in the

discussion around the effectiveness of an artistled curatorial model, but Mark

Peterson states, it "ultimatelyuses a similar curatorial strategyas the one he is criti-

cizing, namely to invite artists to illustrate his thesis."ao Peterson goes on to argue

that Hoffmann's position only appears to be one of self-reflexMry as the curator

attempts to involve artists in questioning not only his ow-rl practice but the various

mechanisms and dlmamics of his medium and his profession and how exhibitions

gain form, yet ends up deflecting attention away from his own curatorial trap. This

may in part be true, but Peterson's position, not unfamiliar as a general viewpoint,

again places the curator and ar-tist in opposition to one another.
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According to Zygmunt Bauman' it is preciselybecause of an absence of a singie' uni-

versally accepted authority within contemporary culture that curators are becom-

ing"scapegoat,' ' ' bttu"" the curator is on the front line of abigbattle for meaning

under conditions ofuncertainty'" Bauman adds the term "scapegoat" to a long list of

ingredientsforacurator'srole,whichhelistsasanimator'pusher'inspirer'brother'

community maker, and someone who makes people work and things happen and

someone who inspires artists with ideas' programs' and projects' He also adds that

,,there would be an erement of interpreting, of making sense of people, of making

them und.erstand' giving thtrn 'o-" 'o* 
of alphabet for reading what they see' but

cannot quite decide about-"a'

AccordingtoBauman,arthasbecomerecenteredaroundwhathecalls..theevent

of the exhibition," where the domlnant experience of art is generated by shortlived

temporalcuratorialeventsandonlysecondly,ifatali,bytheextemporaneousvalue
oftheworkofartitself.ItiSmostlytheworkofarlexhibited.inawidelypublicized
art'worldeventthatcanmeetthestandardssetforitsglobalconsumption,andthe
oniy way it might stand a chance of being seen is by maximizing its shock value' its

scale, anditsvisibiliryso asto avoidthe riskofboredom or submission'whichwould

strip it of its "entertdnmentvalue'"

AswellaStheirtemporalandtransientnature,large-scaleinternationalgroupexhi-

bitionshavetendedtolendthemselvestothematicshows.ithasbeenarguedthat
such projects prevent artists from realizing their "true potential" and even that this

emphasis on the curatorial project has quite serious implications for the status an'i

roies of art and artists. For example, Alex Farquharson questions exhibitions tha:

foregroundtheir own sign-structure' for theypose the risk ofusing art and ar-tists as

constituent fib.r, o. pi.".., of slmtax subsumed bythe identity of the whole curatc-

rial endeavor. He argued that we are more likeiy to remember who curated Ufop:';

Station,ongoing since zoo3, than which afiists took palt' forgettingthat Rirkrit T--

ravanija(anartlst)*u,o.'"ofthecurators.ForFarquharson,projectssuchasHan.
UlrichObrist'sDoIt(t993onwards'wwrn''e-flu-x'com)andTokeMe(I'mYowrs)(Se:'
pentine Gallery f-otao", tqqS) 

' 
or ALittIe Bit of Histoey Repeafed (Kunst-Werke Be:-

1in, zool), curuttO Uy fe"s Hoffmann' result in the relegation of aitists to the role c:

deliverersofthecurators,conceptualpremise,whilecuratorialconceitacquirest:-=
status of quasi aftwork'4' This more than common opinion seems to yearn aftel -

upholding of the culturai value of the artist over the curator within contempor'a:
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have been part ofthis history but what kind ofdocumentation and evidence ofits

display has survived. She writes: "What is omitted from the past reveals as much

about a culture as what is recorded as history and circulates as collective memory."4s

Visual effect, display, and narrative are central to any curated exhibition. The ex-

hibition remains the most privileged form for the presentation of art; thus display

PRI0R to the nineties, few historical as-

sessments or curatorial paradigms ex-

isted, let alone a discourse specific to

contemporary curatorial practice. As an

historical discourse, curating still has yet

to be fu1ly established as an academic fie1d

of enquiry. In The Power of Display: A His-

tory of Installation at MoMA (t998), Mary

Anne Staniszewski proposed that West-

ern art history had forgotten to take into

account the functions performed by cu-

rating, exhibition design, and spatially ar-

ranged exhibition-forms. For Staniszew*

ski, our relationship to this past is not

only a question of how art is now seen to
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art exhibitions and generates serious problems for the overall question ofadvocacy

within the art world. As Gertrud Sandqvist has warned, the curated exhibition is not

intended merely to reinforce the identity ofthe artist, or ofthe curator. Instead of

seeing curating as one ofthe rare, more intellectual positions in the processes ofart

circulation, there is a danger that curators may become mere agents for the artists

as part of their own tactics for reputational gain. But if the public exhibition holds

anypotential as a producer ofmeaning, then its purpose must differ from that ofthe

art market, and that of the indMduai artist.l3 Finally, as Maria Llnd has pointed out,

reverence towards the work of an has its own problematic: it is suspiciously close to

resting upon ideas about ait as detached from the rest of our existence; and it often

conceals the concept ofa curator as "pure provider" who simply supports an artlst

without affecting the exhibition and its reception.4
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maybe understood as the core ofexhlbiting. Staniszewski suggests that the history

of the exhlbition is one of our most culturally "repressed" narratives' The contex-

tualization of space and its rhetoric have been overshadowed by the context of art

in terms of epochs and aftists' oeuwe, despite the fact that exhibition installations

have had such a crucial significance for how meaning is created in art. One of the

key factors in the production of artistic posterity is the dominance of the modernist

,,white cube," whlch eliminated the context of architecture and space as well as that

of institutlonal conditions. According to Thomas McEvilley, the endurance of the

power structures inherent to the white cube centers on that

qf wndying lseauty, of the mastetpiece. But in fact it is a specific sensibilih"

with special limitations and conditions that is so glorified. By swggestittg

etenlal r&tificatiln of a certain sensibility, the white cube suggests the etemnl

ratification of the clahns of the caste or gt'oup sheringtheit" sensibility'+6

Hans Uirich Obrist is one of numerous curators to have mirrored Stanlszewskl's

assessment by stating: "seeing the importance of exhibition design provides an ap-

proach to art history that does acknowiedge the vitaliry historiciry and the time ani

site bound character of all aspects of cu1ture."+7 He has claimed that this amnes:.
,,not only obscures our understanding of experimental exhibition history [but- ::

also affects innovative curatoriai proCtics."+S In many of the interwiews I have cor:-

ducted over the last few years, contemporary curators often refer to the amnesi.:

eff'ect of missing literature, and what Brian O'Doherty called "radicai forgetflrlne<!"

towards innovative pre-white cube exhibition forms. So the institutionalization :

"the white cube" since the flfties meant that "presence before a work of art mea:l.

that we absent ourselves in favor ofthe Eye and the Spectator."le Accordinq:-

O'Doherty such a disembodied faculry meant that art was essentially seen as aut. - -

omous and experienced primarilyby formal vlsual means.

Aside from the series of essays that made up Inside the White Cube, fitst publisl.:

inArtfortunintgT6,there hadbeenveryllttle subsequent examinations of dis:-.'

practices of the early twentieth century iess still the notion that contemporar,' :1

curation was affected by any lack of contextualizing history. The nineties coul: ::
said to have begun the process of remembering during a moment of emerse ::

when curatorial programs had iittle materlal to refer to byway of discourse spe . -

to the curatorial fleld.
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It was within this epistemic gap that contemporary curatorial discourse began to

take shape in the nineties and a generation of curators emerged duringwhat Michael

Brenson calied "the curator's moment."5o I would argue that the prioritization of all

things contemporary within recent curatoriai projects, alongside the concentration

on an individualizatronofthe curatorial gesture, has created a particular strand of

discourse that is hermetic at times. At the same time it is self-referential, curator-

centered, and, most evidently, in a constant State offlux: curatorial knowledge is

nowbecoming a mode of discourse with unstable historical foundations.

From surveying the key debates within publications dedicated to contemPorary

curatorial practice, it is apparent that curatorial discourse is in the midst ofits own

production. Curating is "becoming discourse" in which curators are willing them-

selves to be the key subject and producer ofthis discourse. So far, for those unwilling

to accept the provision made for the figure of the curator within the reconfigured

cultural field ofproduction, critical response has been maintained at the level ofan

oversimplified antagonism, where the practice (s) of artist and curator are divided,

separated out, and set in opposition to one another. If this policing of boundaries

continues, the gap between curatorial criticism and curatorled discourse will only

widenfurther. I
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